
TH13
 series

Product Segments

• Comfort Motion

TH13 is one of our handsets designed for recliner or lifting chair application. 

With LCD display, user can know which pair of massage motors is working, 

identify the intensity and speed, as well as heating pad / air lumbar status.

With connection with our control box, TC7, and related accessories, such as 

massage motor and heading pad (or air lumber), TH13 will create tremendous 

wonderful experience while user resting on the furniture.

General Features

3 different massage modes to select   wave, tap, or swell

Control up to 5 pairs of massage motors

With LCD display, showing motor intensity, speed, and other condition
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Terms of Use

The user is responsible  
for determining the suitability  
of TiMOTION products for  
a specific application.

Due to continuous development 
in order to improve our products, 
TiMOTION products are subject to 
frequent modifications and changes 
without prior notice.

TiMOTION reserves the right 
to discontinue the sale of any 
products displayed on its website 
or listed in its catalogue or other 
written materials drawn up by 
TiMOTION.  

Cable Length (mm)

CODE A B C

1 1000 300 200

2 1200 300 300

3 1400 300 400

4 2400 0 0

5 0 600 0

6 1000 200 200

A                      Customized length

62.734 32.189
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TH13 Ordering Key

TH13
Version: 20130705-A

 Back Light 0 = Without  1 = With

 

 

 

Plug

Cable Length

Key Definition

1~6 = See appendix

1 = Iron grey body with black membrane

1 = Standard

A = Customized

A = Customized

A = Customized

Color

1 = DIN 8pin, 90°,  for TC2/TC3/TC7
4 = DIN 8pin, 180°, for extension cable

A = Customized
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